
The Discus Thrower

The Discobolus ("discus thrower) is a famous Classical Greek sculpture 

that was completed towards the end of circa 460-450 BC.  The original 

Greek bronze is sadly lost.  However, it is known through numerous 

copies which were made by the Romans who made  both full-scale 

copies in marble, and smaller sized versions in bronze. This particular 

piece is made from alabaster and is a copy of the Roman full scale 

model.

The Greeks took games of all kinds very seriously, but above all physi-

cal athletic competition. The Greeks believed that their gods loved to 

see strong, fit, graceful human bodies especially on men and boys.  So 

one way to get on the good side of the gods was to exercise, to eat 

right and to oil your skin. 

The Greeks also enjoyed competing and their most famous competi-

tion and the one we still compete in world-wide today is the  Olympic 

Games.  However, in ancient Greece there were other games held in 

other places as well, like the Isthmian Games at Corinth.

Young men (from richer families who didn't have to work) in most 

Greek cities spent a lot of their time training for these competitions, 

and the best of them were chosen to compete against the best young 

men from other cities. 
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They would then all meet, at the Olympic Games or the Isthmian 

Games or elsewhere, and compete for prizes and for the favour of the 

gods.  Of course these games also served as good training for the ar-

my, because all these men would be soldiers as well.  

The events they competed in were the same as they are in the Olympic 

Games of today:  running, jumping, throwing a javelin and throwing a 

discus.  Training was done at the  public gymnasium.  The name comes 

from the Ancient Greek word gymnós meaning "naked".   

As you will see from the statue of the Discus Thrower, athletes would 

compete without clothes on. They did this to show an appreciation of 

the male form and to honour the gods.  


